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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, a burgeoning literature on authoritarian politics has documented how

elections help autocrats hold onto power (Gandhi and Lust-Okar 2009). According to this

research, authoritarian elections enable dictators to co-opt ruling elites and opposition groups

within society (Gandhi 2008). Specifically, elections serve as a competitive auction through

which dictators can efficiently distribute the spoils of office to ruling elites (Blaydes 2011).

By manufacturing an overwhelming electoral victory, authoritarian leaders also use elections

to demonstrate their regime’s invincibility and deter challengers (Magaloni 2006; Simpser

2013). Elections additionally enable dictators to divide and conquer the opposition (Lust-

Okar 2004) and inform dictators about key bases of support and opposition strongholds

(Malesky and Schuler 2010).

Far less explored, however, is the variation in electoral systems that authoritarian regimes

institutionalize. The literature on electoral system choice has almost exclusively focused on

democracies. Meanwhile, we know little about the conditions under which dictators prefer

one type of electoral system over another.

Failing to consider the origins of electoral systems in authoritarian regimes is conse-

quential. Theoretically, since electoral rules shape politicians’ strategy and behavior during

elections (Cox 1997), our knowledge about electoral politics in authoritarian regimes remains

incomplete without a deeper understanding of the origins of electoral institutions. Empiri-

cally, as our cross-national data will reveal, there is wide variation in electoral systems among

authoritarian regimes across time and space. Unlike electoral systems in democracies, which

tend to remain fixed over time, autocratic electoral institutions appear to change quite often

at the dictators’ will.1

Finally, we are intrigued by the following puzzle: Much like in advanced democracies,

1For instance, Putin’s Russia shifted from a mixed electoral system to a pure PR system
in 2005. On the other hand, Akaev’s Kyrgyzstan changed the country’s electoral system
from a mixed system to a pure SMD system prior to the 2005 elections.
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single-member district (SMD) systems in electoral autocracies provide a large seat bonus

to governing parties due to their high seats-votes disproportionalities. Therefore, SMD

systems should be the ideal choice of self-serving dictators. Yet, proportional representation

(PR) systemsʕa seemingly sub-optimal institutional choiceʕare still used in many electoral

authoritarian regimes. In short, the nature of authoritarian electoral systems and the wide

variation in selection elicit the question: how can we explain dictators’ optimal choice of

electoral systems? Under what conditions do autocrats decide to adopt PR systems despite

the fact that SMD systems generate a pro-regime seat premium?

Building upon the literature regarding authoritarian institutions, this paper develops a

theoretical framework to answer these questions. We first argue that different electoral sys-

tems are associated with different political and economic effects pertinent to the survival of

authoritarian regimes. For instance, by lowering the barrier for entry, PR systems encourage

potential challengers to participate in politics through the existing institutional structure

rather than taking an anti-regime, confrontational approach. Therefore, PR makes dicta-

tors’ institutional co-optation strategy toward the opposition more effective. Also, after

co-opting potential challengers into the existing institutional structure, PR systems further

keep the opposition fragmented by discouraging the opposition to form a unified electoral

coalition. Finally, by boosting voters’ turnout, PR systems help dictators demonstrate their

popularity and the regime’s invincibility. In contrast, SMD provides a seat premium to rul-

ing parties that allow dictators to incorporate larger segments of ruling elites as legislators.

In other words, SMD helps dictators co-opt ruling elites with institutionalized rent-seeking

opportunities.

Given these diverse political and economic effects associated with different electoral sys-

tems, we argue that dictators strategically select electoral systems that address their political

needs and priorities. We charge that dictators with resources and capacity to induce com-

pliance from ruling elites and society are more likely to adopt PR systems. In contrast,

dictators who lack the necessary resources to induce cooperation from opponents have a
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greater incentive to boost their seat share through SMD systems.

To test our theoretical expectations, we construct a cross-national dataset covering 92

electoral authoritarian regimes from 1949-2009. Using resource wealth to capture dictators’

capacity to induce compliance, we find that dictators with abundant natural resources are

more likely to adopt PR systems. Our results hold regardless of alternative variable opera-

tionalization or estimation strategies. They are also robust to potential endogeneity, sample

selection bias, and outlier observations. We further supplement our cross-national analy-

sis with comparative case studies on Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan to illustrate causal links

between resource wealth and the choice of electoral systems.

2 Literature

Scholars have advanced three explanations for the selection of electoral systems: (1) political,

(2) economic, and (3) historical factors, mostly focusing on democratic countries. We suggest,

however, that crucial differences between democracies and autocracies make it difficult to

directly apply the existing theories to the authoritarian context.

Regarding the political explanation, Rokkan (1970) put forward two influential hypothe-

ses for the choice of PR systems in Europe during the early twentieth century. Rokkan’s

first hypothesis argues that incumbents implement PR to avoid devastating electoral defeat

in the face of socialist mobilization. Boix (1999) advances this hypothesis and contends that

ruling conservatives adopt PR under significant electoral threats caused by the combination

of socialists gaining strength and conservatives politically fragmenting. Rokkan’s second

hypothesis, furthered by Calvo (2009), suggests the adoption of PR is driven by established

parties’ desire to avoid the partisan bias induced by majoritarian systems. The intuition is

that, under SMD systems, parties with a geographically concentrated distribution of votes

enjoy more seats than those parties with geographically dispersed votes. Therefore, old

parties with geographically dispersed votes prefer to shift to PR to attenuate partisan bias.
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Other scholars have advanced economic explanations. Cusack et al. (2007) reason that

rightist parties’ adoption of PR systems depends on the extent to which businesses and unions

forge cooperative relationships. Specifically, these scholars charge that domestic cross-class

alliances encourage incumbents to choose PR. Rogowski (1987), on the other hand, highlights

the effect of the international economy. He argues open economies encourage governments to

resist protectionist pressures, maintain high efficiency, and ensure stable policies to remain

competitive on the international market. Under such circumstances, PR systems become

the preferred choice for trade-dependent countries.

Lastly, many scholars emphasize the influences of historical legacy and highlight the path-

dependent nature of electoral systems. They argue that electoral systems are surprisingly

stable because they are strongly influenced by preexisting institutional arrangements. For

instance, Blais and Massicotte (1997) assert that former British colonies are more likely to

adopt plurality rules because their choice is heavily influenced by the colonial experience.

Lust-Okar and Jamal (2002) also show that new Middle Eastern democracies are heavily

influenced by the previous regime’s electoral system.

Although these explanations are insightful for understanding the selection of electoral

systems in democracies, it is difficult to directly apply these theories to the authoritarian

context, where meeting these core assumptions seems unlikely. For example, the Rokkan-

Boix hypothesis treats strong socialist threats as the driving force to adopting PR, yet

most contemporary authoritarian countries are not exposed to such imminent threats. Es-

sentially, the fundamental difference is that dictators in authoritarian regimes rarely leave

office through electoral means. Indeed, as Boix (1999, 622) stated clearly, his theoretical

expectation is only applicable in democracies. Similarly, while the Rokkan-Calvo hypothesis

and Rogowski’s international economy perspective address why incumbents adopt PR in the

absence of strong socialist mobilization, their theories rely on the assumption that strong

political competition either leads to partisan bias or distributional conflict between economic

classes. Again, opposition parties in authoritarian states are generally too weak to be viable
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alternatives, making electoral alternation a remote possibility.

Finally, regarding the historical explanation, we argue that political leaders in autocra-

cies have more discretion in designing pliable electoral systems. As our cross-national data

shows, electoral system changes in electoral autocracies are frequent. Further, the cases

of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan suggest that those institutional reforms were largely driven

by the dictators’ strategy to stay in power. In sum, given the fundamental differences be-

tween democracies and autocracies, much remains to be studied to understand the logics of

electoral system choices in authoritarian regimes.

3 The Divergent Effects of SMD and PR under Au-

thoritarian Regimes

Politicians strive to maintain power. This is particularity true for authoritarian leaders

who may face dire consequences after losing office. Recent scholarship has highlighted how

dictators employ various techniques to manufacture a landslide victory and deter potential

challengers. Electoral violence, ballot stuffing, media bias, voter intimidation, packing elec-

tion management bodies, and vote-buying are all examples of blatant electoral manipulation

(Magaloni 2006; Simpser 2013; Hafner-Burton et al. 2014).

One critical, yet less explored, strategy of electioneering by dictators is the choice of

electoral system. Many studies have documented various political and economic effects

associated with different electoral systems. For instance, PR systems are more likely to lead

to higher turnout, less strategic voting, higher government spending and deficits, and greater

income equality (Persson and Tabellini 2003; Iversen and Soskice 2006). Given these diverse

effects associated with different electoral systems, we argue that dictators strategically choose

electoral systems to meet their political needs and priorities. Parallel to what Franzese (2002)

refers to as the “electioneering Ramsey Rule,” this paper suggests that dictators will use all

institutional tools available for political gains, provided the gains are inversely proportional
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to their marginal cost.

First, we argue that SMD enables dictators to incorporate large portions of ruling elites

into the legislature as an institutionalized rent-seeking mechanism. Specifically, SMD helps

dictators co-opt ruling elites by solving the commitment problem, which appears when ruling

elites suspect dictators will renege on the rents and economic privileges given to them. As

a way of making a credible commitment to elites, dictators can institutionalize legislatures

to credibly guarantee a long-lasting provision of rents from the regime (Lust-Okar 2008).

We add to this literature by emphasizing the advantages derived from electoral systems. In

particular, SMD systems allow dictators to retain a larger pool of legislative seats for ruling

elites due to high seats-votes disproportionalities. Essentially, Duverger’s (1954) well-known

mechanical and psychological effects from majoritarian systems yield a significant seat bias

to the governing party. SMD systems can also allow authoritarian leaders to gerrymander

electoral districts in favor of the ruling party and induce an even larger seat bias. As

Ahmed (2013) demonstrates, ruling parties in mid-nineteenth century Europe resorted to

redistricting to maintain electoral dominance. Taken together, these factors aid SMD in

biasing election results toward the ruling party in authoritarian regimes, an advantage we

term “the SMD seat premium.”

The SMD seat premium is nicely illustrated by the cases of Singapore and Malaysia.

Between 1959-2008, the People’s Action Party in Singapore and the Barisan Nasional in

Malaysia obtained 87 percent of the total seats with only 63 percent of the total votes.

Thanks to the strong SMD seat premium, both parties have remained electorally dominant

since independence. Cross-national evidence further illustrates the SMD seat premium in

authoritarian regimes (Appendix A). As Figures A1.b and A1.d demonstrate, shares of votes

and seats tend to coincide for ruling and opposition parties under PR. Under SMD, however,

seat shares are highly skewed toward the 100 percent for ruling parties and toward the

0 percent for opposition parties. These results clearly suggest the strong presence of the

SMD seat premium. Our regression analysis available in Table A1 in Appendix A further
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corroborates this finding.2

Although PR systems do not generate extra seats for the incumbent, PR systems do pos-

sess several important characteristics imperative for the political survival of authoritarian

regimes. First, PR systems divide and rule the opposition. Since the opposition in author-

itarian regimes can win seats with smaller vote shares under PR systems, they are more

willing to participate in politics within the existing institutional framework than they are to

take an extremist or anti-system approach. In this sense, PR makes dictators’ institutional

co-optation strategies toward the opposition even more effective. Importantly, the opposi-

tion groups participating in elections are less likely to coordinate their electoral campaigns to

build a pre-electoral opposition coalition because of the seat-vote proportionality. Barbera

(2013) echoes our proposition and shows that PR tends to increase the number of opposition

parties in authoritarian countries. Under SMD systems, however, opposition parties have

stronger incentives to coordinate their election efforts to remain electorally viable (Golder

2006). Even in an autocracy, SMDs promote opposition coordination. For instance, in the

2003 Georgian election held under a pure SMD system, the two main opposition parties

formed a coalition prior to the election. In the midst of political apathy and discontent, the

pre-electoral coalition played an important role in successfully mobilizing protests against

President Shevardnadze and ensuring the success of the Rose Revolution.

In short, while SMD systems encourage the opposition to unite and build a pre-electoral

coalition, PR systems serve as an institutional device for autocrats to divide and conquer

opposition parties electorally. To be clear, incumbents, even in democratic countries, have

incentives to keep the opposition divided. As van de Walle (2003) notes, for example, the

ruling elites in young African democracies purposely encourage this division of the opposition,

and consequently, new party systems in these democracies typically have single dominant

party and several small and unstable parties.

2Our analysis also shows that the SMD seat premium becomes larger when ruling parties
have the larger vote share (Appendix A, Figure A2).
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We explicitly test the validity of this causal mechanism and examine whether pre-

electoral opposition coalitions are less likely to emerge under PR systems. We build on

Gandhi and Reuter’s (2013) comprehensive analysis of pre-electoral coalition formation in

non-democracies and our empirical analysis supports this proposition. As Figure B1 in Ap-

pendix B clearly shows, a pre-electoral coalition is less likely to occur as electoral systems

become more proportional.

Second, PR systems help dictators effectively legitimize elections and autocratic regimes.

In general, PR systems are associated with higher turnout because they have low barriers

of entry to politics (Jackman 1987). Even voters in electoral autocracies have a greater

incentive to vote in PR elections because fewer votes are wasted. Importantly, high turnout

is crucial for dictators, since winning an election with high turnout reinforces the regime’s

popularity and invincibility (Magaloni 2006). de Miguel et al. (2015, 1363) note that in

the recent Egyptian elections, the election had to be extended for an additional day to

bolster turnout. According to news reports, many voters “stayed home due to political

apathy, opposition to another military man becoming president, discontent at suppression of

freedoms among liberal youth, and calls for a boycott by Islamists.” In short, by promoting

higher turnout, PR provides greater legitimacy to authoritarian regimes, and hence deters

not only mass counter-mobilizations but also political divisions within ruling coalitions.

Alternatively, SMD systems suppress turnout, and low turnout could further breed citizens’

apathy and discontent toward the authoritarian regime. To further buttress our claim, we

found that a 1 percent increase in effective electoral threshold (EET, discussed below) lowers

turnout by 0.2 percent in electoral autocracies (Appendix C).
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4 The Choice of Electoral Systems in Authoritarian

Regimes

The discussion so far suggests that different electoral systems provide different advantages for

dictators. SMD systems help autocrats receive the seat premium and facilitate co-optation

toward ruling elites. PR systems, conversely, equip dictators to weaken the opposition and

legitimize the regime.

Precisely because different systems offer different benefits, we argue that dictators tacti-

cally select and implement electoral systems based on political needs and priorities. That is,

we argue that dictators’ optimal choice of electoral systems crucially depends on dictators’

types. Specifically, we differentiate between the types of dictators based on their resources

and capacity to induce (either voluntary or involuntary) compliance from the ruling elites

within the regime and the citizens in the society.

Conceptually, we consider a dictator “resource rich” (“resource poor”) if he has strong

(weak) capacity and (in)sufficient resources to exercise his influence and control over ruling

elites and citizens. To put it differently, we argue that a resource-rich dictator is more

capable of securing submission to his authority from ruling elites and the citizenry than a

resource-poor dictator. There are two avenues through which a resource-rich dictator can do

this. First, with the capacity and resource to buy-off political support and solidify military

forces, resource-rich autocrats can secure loyalty and deter defection from the ruling elites.

Second, with the capacity and resource to distribute materialistic benefits and to strengthen

security apparatus, resource-rich autocrats can cultivate active or passive support from the

citizenry.

Importantly, we argue that resource-rich dictators are incentivized to use PR systems,

while resource poor dictators need to rely on SMD systems. With their strong capacity

to induce compliance from ruling elites and citizens, resource rich dictators can reasonably

expect to win the election with a large vote share. Under such circumstances, autocrats are
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less dependent on the seat-premium produced by SMD systems. In other words, resource

rich dictators can afford to employ PR because they can manage a landslide victory and

win enough seats to co-opt ruling elites without the SMD’s seat bonus. Importantly, since

resource-rich dictators are less dependent on the SMD seat premium, they can take advantage

of PR to divide and rule the opposition and enhance turnout and regime legitimacy.

Because resource rich dictators already have means of reinforcing their power, one may

wonder why these dictators care about weakening the opposition and legitimizing their regime

through PR systems. The answer lies in the fact that dictators’ resource and capacity advan-

tage can fluctuate over time. As Acemoglu and Robinson (2005) forcefully argue, political

power and strength are transitory in nature. While dictators are resource rich today, they are

likely to question themselves whether they can still hold onto their influences and resources

in the future. Under such circumstances, resource-rich dictators are incentivized to lock in

their current political advantages by choosing PR systems. In other words, resource-rich

autocrats use PR to project their current strengths to the future. As discussed earlier, they

do so by capitalizing on the ability of PR systems to divide the opposition parties. Further-

more, by increasing turnout, PR helps dictators demonstrate their popularity, legitimize the

regime, and most importantly, preempt future challenges.

Choosing PR systems, however, can be politically risky for resource-poor dictators. Be-

cause PR do not yield the additional seat dividend that SMD systems provide, dictators

need to collect enough votes to win a landslide victory. When dictators lack the necessary

resources and capacity to induce political compliance from ruling elites and electoral support

from voters, PR systems may backfire and reveal regime weakness at elections. Consider,

for example, Zafy’s Madagascar, where losing a majority in the 1993 legislative elections

under a PR system allowed the opposition to challenge the dictator and defeat him in the

1996 presidential elections. Indeed, Levitsky and Way (2010, 63) argue that losing legislative

control in authoritarian regimes can result in critical consequences for the dictator. Svolik

(2012) also demonstrates that more than two-thirds of dictators are forced out of power by
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ruling elites. Under such circumstances, weak dictators have greater incentives to boost their

seat share by using SMD systems, since these additional seats give resource-poor dictators

extra bargaining chips with which to co-opt their potential challengers. In this regard, SMD

systems ensure that ruling elites, the most imminent threat to autocrats, remain loyal to the

regime to the greatest extent possible.

Finally, SMD systems may allow resource-poor dictators to use their limited resources

most effectively and efficiently. As Pearson and Tabellini (2003) succinctly show, while PR

encourages politicians to seek broad support from the whole population, SMD incentivizes

political elites to concentrate their electoral endeavors only in marginal districts with more

swing voters. SMD systems consequently become an ideal institutional choice for resource-

poor dictators as the system allows dictators to allocate their limited resources to key con-

stituencies. Simply put, SMD provides the “most bang for the buck” for the dictator. On

the other hand, resource-rich dictators who can afford the use of society-wide redistribution

programs (such as welfare and social security spending) have incentives to use PR systems

to win popular support. Indeed, several studies have established the link between natural

resources and public good spending (Desai et al. 2009; Morrison 2009) and several countries

with abundant natural resources in our sample favor PR over SMD systems.3

In sum, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis: Dictators with greater resources to induce compliance are more likely to choose

PR over SMD systems.

Before proceeding, it is noteworthy that our analytical focus on dictators’ resources to

induce compliance echoes the notion of incumbent capacity advanced by Levitsky and Way

(2010). They use an organizational approach to examine incumbent power in competitive

3For instance, Gabon, Kazakhstan (2007-current), and Russia (2005-2015), to name a
few.
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authoritarian regimes. Focusing primarily on the coercive capacity of the state and the

organizational strengths of the ruling parties, they argue that strong coercive apparatuses

enable dictators to monitor, intimidate, and even repress opponents. Meanwhile, strong

party organizations help dictators manage elite conflict, mobilize popular support, manage

elections, control the legislature, and most importantly, facilitate power succession. At a

broader level, our conceptualization of resource rich dictator also parallels what Svolik (2012,

6) refers to as the “established autocrats” which “ʜ have acquired so much power that they

can no longer be credibly threatened by their allies.” On the other hand, a resource poor

dictator is similar to what Svolik refers to as the “contested autocracy” where “ʜpolitics is

one of balancing between the dictator and the allies.”

5 Cross-National Evidence

Sample: Electoral Authoritarianism

We focus on electoral authoritarian regimes from 1949-2009. Following Schedler (2002), we

consider electoral authoritarianism as those autocratic states where multi-party elections are

held and certain degrees of pluralism and competition are allowed, but minimal democratic

norms are severely violated.

We use two data sources to identify electoral authoritarian regimes. The first source is

National Elections in Democracy and Autocracy (NELDA). Hyde and Marinov (2012) regard

elections as minimally competitive if there is ex ante uncertainty over election results. More

specifically, elections are minimally competitive if (1) multiple parties are legal, (2) more than

two candidates are allowed to stand in electoral districts, and (3) the opposition is allowed

to participate in the election. We use these criteria to distinguish electoral autocracies from

closed autocracies.

NELDA’s operationalization is useful because it provides us with a large number of coun-

tries over an extensive time period. It does not include countries where political parties are
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de jure illegal but relevant political groups function as de facto political parties, however (e.g.

Jordan, Kuwait, Swaziland, and Uganda). We therefore complement NELDA with Svolik’s

(2012) dataset on the concentration of legislative power in authoritarian systems. Using

Svolik’s data, we count autocratic countries as electoral authoritarian if multiple political

actors, including both partisan and non-partisan opposition groups, compete in a legislative

election. Taken together, if a country meets the criteria in either one of the two datasets,

we regard the country as an electoral authoritarian regime. Appendix D provides the list of

regimes in our sample.

Dependent Variable: Effective Electoral Threshold

The core dependent variable, electoral system type, is measured by the Effective Electoral

Threshold (EET) index originally proposed by Lijphart (1994). Since Boix’s (1999) seminal

study, scholars have adopted this measure to explore the determinants of electoral systems.

Conceptually, EET measures “the proportion of votes that, for each electoral system, secures

parliamentary representation to any party with a probability of at least 50 percent” (Boix

1999, 614). Operationally,

EET =
75%

M + 1

where M represents average district magnitude in a country-year. As the country’s electoral

system becomes more proportional, the value of EET becomes smaller. In our sample, EET

ranges from 0.27 to 37.5. When EET is lower than the legal threshold that often exists in

PR systems, we use the legal threshold as the Effective Electoral Threshold in the country.4

In Figure 1, we show time-series variations in EET in electoral authoritarianism. In-

terestingly, average EET has been declining over time, indicating that more countries have

adopted PR systems particularly after the end of the Cold War. Yet, the SMD system (EET

4Our main results do not change even if we do not consider legal threshold.
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Figure 1: Effective Electoral Threshold in Electoral Authoritarian Regimes
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= 37.5) is still the dominant choice among electoral authoritarian countries. Upon a close

examination, we also find that out of the 90 electoral system reforms in electoral authoritar-

ian regimes, 52 were shifts to more proportional systems, whereas 38 cases changed to more

majoritarian systems.

Explanatory Variables

To reiterate, we argue that dictators’ optimal choice of electoral systems depends on the

extent of their resources and capacity to induce compliance from their opponent. However,

measuring dictators’ resources and capacity is not an easy task. In a recent study, Boix

and Svolik (2013) face a similar difficulty, and they propose measuring power distribution

within the ruling coalition by using natural resource wealth.5 As Boix and Svolik (2013,

5They also use an index of export concentration and foreign support (a dummy of the Cold
War period and a military alliance with the United States) to capture power distribution
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208) explain, “dictators will need fewer allies in countries whose economy can be easily

controlled and exploited by the government. At the extreme, a dictator in a country with a

single natural resource that is easily extractable and uniquely located may use it to pay off

subordinates who would substitute for allies.” Following Boix and Svolik (2013), we also use

measures of natural resource wealth to tap into the dictator’s capacity to induce compliance

from ruling elites and the citizenry.

In particular, natural resource wealth fits our conceptualization of dictators’ type well

since it enables dictators to use the carrot and stick approach to cultivate support from ruling

elites and citizens. First, by allocating a large amount of natural resources to the military and

police, authoritarian leaders can improve their coercive capabilities (Ross 2001). As Levitsky

and Way succinctly (2010: 60) put it, fiscal strength is the key for an effective coercion in

authoritarian regimes, as “unpaid state officials are less likely to follow orders.” Several

studies also find that high military spending discourages both coup and rebel attempts

(Collier and Hoeffler 2005; Hegre and Sambanis 2006), and these regime stabilizing effects

are particularly strong in oil-rich countries (Bodea et al. 2016).

Second, natural resources also improve dictators’ capability to distribute tangible ben-

efits. In a careful review, Ross (2015) concludes that abundant natural resources provide

ruling elites with opportunities to receive rents and thus engage in expropriating those re-

sources. Additionally, resource wealth makes it easy for dictators to buy off their opponents

and keep the opposition divided. Arriola (2013) echoes our proposition, arguing that gov-

ernment control of resource wealth undermines the opposition’s ability to unify. Finally, by

placating citizens’ grievances through social spending, natural resources also enable auto-

crats to gain voluntary support from the citizenry. Indeed, numerous studies demonstrate

that natural resource wealth strengthens dictators’ distribution capability (Desai et al. 2009;

Morrison 2009) and thus makes autocratic regimes resilient to collapse (Wright et al. 2015).

To operationalize natural resource wealth, we use Ross’s (2012) variable of oil-gas value

between the dictator and ruling elites.
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per capita, calculated by taking the product of a country’s total oil-gas production and the

current oil-gas price, divided by total population. This variable has the most extensive data

coverage among similar natural resources variables. It also focuses on oil and natural gas,

the two most exclusive revenue opportunities for rulers (Snyder and Bhavnani 2005).

We also control for several confounding factors that may impact electoral system selec-

tion. First, according to Boix (1999), strong opposition threats encourage ruling parties to

adopt PR systems. Yet, using seat or vote shares of opposition parties to measure opposition

threats can be problematic since these indicators are directly affected by the dependent vari-

able, the electoral system. They are also sensitive to other forms of electoral manipulation

by dictators. Therefore, following Aksoy et al. (2015), we use the number of anti-government

collective action events (riots, demonstration, and strikes) as a proxy for opposition threats.

Anti-regime collective actions, once successfully mobilized, can be highly threatening to au-

thoritarian regimes. Based on Banks’ Cross-National Time-Series Data Archive, we calculate

a three-year moving average of the number of riots, strikes, and demonstrations.

Second, one may counter that an association between natural resources and electoral

system choice may have a spurious relationship with civil conflict. If an autocrat pockets all

the windfall incomes for his personal use, natural resources will increase the value of holding

office and incentivize rebel groups to initiate a civil conflict (Bodea et al. 2016). Further,

countries in civil war may be likely to adopt a PR system to reflect diverse interests in society

for the purpose of reaching a peace agreement (Boggard 2013). Hence, civil war may be a

confounding factor correlated with both electoral system choice and natural resource wealth.

Therefore, in order to partial out the impact of the resource curse on dictators’ strategic

choice of electoral systems, we control for civil war (Correlates of War).

Additionally, several studies underscore the importance of uncertainty in transitioning

countries, showing that in new democracies’ strategic institutional designs do not neces-

sarily allow reformers to reap the benefits they anticipated (Andrews and Jackman 2005).

For instance, after examining the cases of Eastern Europe, Ishiyama (1997) concludes that
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substantial changes in electoral systems would have occurred if communist parties and op-

positional forces had thought of their organizations as seat-maximizing parties rather than

as mass movements when they initially chose the electoral system. We include the number

of years since a given country transitioned into an electoral authoritarian regime to control

for the effect of uncertainty.

Lastly, the literature of democratic diffusion suggests that the spread of democracy has

a significant impact on the propensity to move to PR systems (Blais et al. 2004). Following

Li and Reuveny (2003), we use the proportion of democratic countries in a given region to

operationalize the spread of democracy. We also consider colonial origins (former British,

French or Spanish colonies) since former British colonies are more likely to adopt SMD sys-

tems (Blais and Massicote 1997). Finally, following Boix (1999), we add standard controls

such as logged total population, logged territorial size, trade openness, and ethno-linguistic

fractionalization. All the independent variables are lagged by one year, and summary statis-

tics are available in Appendix E.

Estimation Results

The unit of analysis is country-year from electoral authoritarian regimes. In all mod-

els, we add a lagged dependent variable to control for time dependence or path-dependent

characteristics of electoral systems. We employ country fixed effects models to account for

unobserved country-specific heterogeneity. To deal with time-specific effects, we include year

dummies.6

As an obviously naive first test, we regress the variable of EET on the variable of natural

resource wealth alone in Table 1 (Model 1). The result, confirming our theoretical hypothesis,

suggests resource-rich dictators tend to choose PR systems.

One naturally suspects that this simple bivariate result must be spurious, and reflects an

6Due to instrument proliferation, our system GMM models include half-decade dummies,
instead of year dummies.
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Table 1: Determinants of Electoral Systems in Electoral Authoritarianism
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Country FE Country FE System GMM
Lagged EET 0.901∗∗∗ 0.870∗∗∗ 0.792∗∗∗

(0.0231) (0.0294) (0.225)
Oil-gas value perncapita (100USD) -0.0145∗∗∗ -0.0242∗∗ -0.0232∗∗

(0.00389) (0.0115) (0.00996)
Collective action 0.186∗ 0.145

(0.0966) (0.126)
Trade openness 0.00191 -0.00058

(0.00573) (0.00501)
Logged population 1.403 0.269

(1.286) (0.644)
Duration of EA regimes -0.0108 -0.0192

(0.0227) (0.0234)
Regional democracy 0.0935 -0.539

(0.138) (0.361)
Civil war -0.0418 -0.713

(0.442) (0.453)
Logged land size -0.289

(0.492)
ELF -0.920

(1.916)
British colony 3.122

(3.875)
French colony -0.876

(1.911)
Spanish colony 0.831

(1.357)
Constant 2.205∗∗ -17.16 1.492

(0.690) (19.19) (4.726)
Country FE Yes Yes No
Region FE No No Yes
T ime FE Year Year Half-Decade
Number of Observations 1,658 1,507 1,503
Number of Countries 92 87 87
Arellano− Bond Test forAR(2) 0.683
Hansen Test 0.322

Clustered robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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association between dictators’ strength and other confounding factors. Accordingly, we next

incorporate all of the control variables discussed above into our model specification. As we

can see, the results in Model 2 corroborate our previous finding on the relationship between

dictators’ natural resource wealth and their optimal choice of electoral systems.7

One methodological concern regarding Model 2 is the Nickell bias, which argues that in

panel data with T time units, adding a lagged dependent variable in a fixed-effects model

will yield biased estimates of order 1/T. The potential Nickell bias is particularly concerning

since the number of countries (92) is larger than the time-series (60) in our paper. Therefore,

we also estimate system GMM models (Arellano and Bover 1995) to guard against this

bias and to better capture the dynamic relationship between dictators’ resource wealth and

electoral systems (Model 3). Another advantage of the GMM model is that it allows us to

consider several time-invariant factors such as colonial origin (British, French and Spanish

colonies), ethnic heterogeneity, and country size that might influence electoral system choice.

The coefficient estimate for the variable of natural resource wealth remains negative and

significant in Model 3.

From Table 1, we can see that the natural resource wealth variables are negatively as-

sociated with the electoral system variable in all models. These results clearly suggest that

dictators with abundant natural resources are more likely to adopt PR systems by lowering

EET. For example, Model 2 indicates that a 1,000 USD increase in natural resource income

per capita lowers EET by 0.242. Given the fact that the average change in EET ranges

from -0.46 to 0.24 and one standard deviation of natural resource wealth is 3,318 USD, the

impact of natural resource wealth is substantial. To list a handful of typical cases: in the

midst of growing natural resource endowments, Mexico, Equatorial Guinea, Senegal, Gabon,

Kuwait, Kazakhstan, and Indonesia manipulated their district magnitudes to favor more

proportional systems.

7Since logged territorial size and ethno-linguistic fractionalization rarely change over time,
and a country’s colonial origins are time-invariant, we include these three variables only in
GMM models.
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On the other hand, when we examine the control variables, only the opposition threat

variable is statistically significant (Model 2). Interestingly, however, the positive sign of the

coefficient is opposite to Boix’s (1999) expectation that the presence of strong opposition

motivates the incumbent to adopt PR. This result is, however, consistent with our theoretical

implications, suggesting that autocrats are more likely to select SMD systems when the

opposition is powerful and difficult to co-opt. With that said, we do not claim that our

results refute Boix’s theory. Instead, this result reiterates our claim that existing studies

on the logic of electoral systems fail to explain electoral system choices in authoritarian

regimes. As discussed before, the conventional wisdom suggests that only incumbents that

are sure losers should be interested in reforming electoral systems in a permissive fashion, yet

incumbents in autocracies almost never lose an election. In sum, our findings highlight the

importance of dictators’ capabilities to induce compliance for shaping their optimal choice

of electoral systems, and we hope to shed light to our understanding on electoral politics in

authoritarian regimes.

To ensure the robustness of our previous results, we further perform a series of robustness

checks below.8

Robustness Checks I: Issues of Data and Measurements

Because the distribution of the natural resource wealth variable is skewed, we take a

natural logarithm to reduce the skewness of the variable. Logging transformation does not

change our main results (Appendix F-1). We also rerun our analysis by excluding each

country one by one from the sample to make sure our results are not sensitive to exceptional

cases.

Additionally, we employ alternative measurements of natural resource abundance. A

recent debate has emerged regarding how to best measure the natural resource profusion

for a country (Ross 2012, 15-17). In brief, Ross’ (2012) measure focuses on oil and natural

8All of the results are shown in Appendix F.
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gas, but other natural resources may also be available to dictators. To ensure that our

previous findings are not sensitive to the measurement of natural resources, we re-estimate

both Model 2 and Model 3 using Haber and Menaldo’s (2011) measure of total fuel income

per capita, which includes coal as well as oil and natural gas.9 The results (Appendix F-2)

remain unchanged.

Third, our use of natural resources as a proxy for a dictator’s ability to induce compliance

from ruling elites and citizens is based on the assumption that natural resources should

increase political support for the regimes. To provide direct evidence on this proposition,

we empirically test whether natural resource wealth indeed helps dictators mobilize regime

supporters in legislative elections. Specifically, we construct another model where we relate

dictators’ vote shares and margin of victory (difference in vote shares between ruling party

and opposition) to the key explanatory variable of natural resources and several control

variables. As expected, we find that a larger amount of resource wealth increases both vote

shares and margins of victory for ruling parties (Appendix F-3). Substantively, a 100 dollar

increase in natural resources income per capita increases ruling parties’ vote share by 0.4

percent and their margin of victory by 0.73 percent.

Finally, we want to underscore that dictators’ resources and capacity to induce compli-

ance do not depend solely on the level of natural resource wealth. Some notable personalistic

dictators, Mao of China and Stalin of the Soviet Union, for example, are fully able to person-

alize their power and consolidate their regimes without the aid of natural resources. Indeed,

since Geddes’ (2003) seminal contribution, many studies have highlighted the importance of

personalistic regimes on authoritarian politics. Essentially, personalistic regimes are impor-

tant and distinctive from other types autocracies because they can personalize their power

9Using Haber and Menaldo’s (2011) data, we also add minerals to our measurement of
natural resources and find that our results are robust. It is worth noting, however, that
some minerals, like gold and diamonds, are less capital intensive and are consequently often
also available to rebel groups. Thus, their inclusion may not be appropriate in light of our
theoretical focus.
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and dominance vis-à-vis ruling elites and citizens and without being constrained by formal

and informal rules. For instance, Weeks (2012) forcefully shows that personalistic regimes

are more likely to engage in international conflicts since there is no domestic audience to

check and balance the dictator. While the notion of personalistic dictators differs slightly

from our theoretical focus, we proceed with caution by taking into account the extent to

which dictators are unconstrained by either formal or informal rules. Specifically, we add

a dummy variable of personalist regimes from Geddes et al. (2014) to find that our results

remain unchanged (Appendix F-4).

Robustness Checks II: Issues of Endogeneity and Selection Bias

We guard against the danger of selection bias in our empirical estimation. Specifically, the

electoral systems of the authoritarian regimes we observe empirically may be a self-selected

sample from all potential authoritarian countries that have ever considered institutionalizing

elections in the first place. For instance, in her seminal contribution, Gandhi (2008) argues

that dictators have greater incentives to establish formal political institutions such as legis-

latures when they lack natural resources to buy off the opponent. Indeed, some oil abundant

countries in the Middle East, such as Saudi Arabia, do not even hold national elections.

Likewise, some resource abundant autocracies do not allow opposition parties to participate

in elections (e.g., Turkmenistan).

To address this issue, we estimate a Heckman selection model. In the first stage model,

we predict transitions from closed autocracies to electoral authoritarian regimes.10 Then,

introducing the inverse Mill’s ratio calculated from the estimation in the first stage, we

predict electoral system choice in electoral autocracies where the dependent variable is EET

with the same model specifications we used in Table 1. Our results show that the inverse

Mill’s ratio is not statistically significant, indicating that the selection bias is not concerning.

10Our model specification is based on Miller’s (2017) baseline model (Model 1 in Table 2)
while adding oil-gas value per capita.
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Most importantly, the selection model estimation does not alter our main findings (Appendix

F-5).

We are also cautious about the potential threat of endogeneity between natural resource

wealth and dictators’ institutional choice. A recent study points out that weak institutions

may incentivize political leaders to increase non-tax revenues to buy-off political support

from elites because leaders cannot credibly commit to members of the winning coalitions

(Menaldo 2016). Along this line, astute readers may wonder whether autocrats adopting

PR systems may pump more oil prior to elections to maintain a supermajority in elections.

Hence, we employ an instrumental variable (IV) estimation with a GMM estimator (IV-

GMM). Following Haber and Menaldo (2011), we use three variables on proven oil reserves

(1. proven oil reserve in billion dollars, 2. proven oil reserve divided by country size, and 3.

proven oil reserve in regions) as instrumental variables. These instruments are ideal because

oil reserves in a given country and region are highly correlated with oil-gas value per capita.

Meanwhile, these variables satisfy the exclusion restrictions because proven oil reserves will

not increase as a result of autocrats’ policies and their effects on electoral systems should

only run through the instrumented variable (e.g., oil-gas value per capita). Additionally,

these instrumental variables are jointly statistically significant at the 0.1 percent level in

the first stage,11 suggesting that the instruments are good indicators to predict oil-gas value

per capita. Also, Hansen’s J-test of the overidentifying restrictions cannot reject the null

hypothesis that instruments are not correlated with the error term in the second-stage es-

timation, suggesting that instruments are valid. Importantly, our IV estimation reaches

the same conclusion that dictators’ resource wealth is associated with the adoption of PR

systems in authoritarian regimes (Appendix F-6).

11The first stage model includes three instruments, country dummies, year dummies, and
the same set of variables introduced in the second stage model.
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6 Case Study Evidence: Electoral System Reforms in

Central Asia

To supplement the cross-national statistical analysis and further detail causal chains linking

natural resources to electoral system choice in electoral autocracies, this section provides

contrasting case studies of post-Soviet Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.12 The structured com-

parison of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan is ideal in several respects. First, the two electoral

authoritarian regimes share important historical, social and institutional background condi-

tions and several studies have used these two countries as their testing cases (Jones Luong

2002; Schatz 2009). Importantly, the fact that they share background conditions allows us to

control for numerous factors that might otherwise serve as alternative explanations for elec-

toral system selection: ethnic diversity, which necessitates proportional systems,13 historical

legacy (i.e., the Soviet Union), which influences the decision to retain particular electoral

institutions,14 similar geographical locations, which decide the degree of foreign influences to

adopt certain election rules,15 high uncertainty in the midst of political and market reforms,

which influences electoral system choice, and high patronage, which demands candidate-

based electoral systems.

Second, despite their similarities, the two countries differed dramatically in their selection

of electoral systems (see Figure 2). After independence, both countries held elections in

the SMD system similar to what they experienced under the Soviet Union and both then

12For instance, Schedler (2012, 5) sees both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan as typical cases
of electoral authoritarian regimes in the post-Soviet region.

13According to Alesina et al.’s (2003) ethnic fractionalization index, Kazakhstan is 0.617
(1999) and Kyrgyzstan is 0.67 (2001).

14Both regimes initially inherited SMD systems from the Soviet Union ʟs Congress of
People Deputies.

15Like the other post-Soviet states that remain heavily influenced by their largest neigh-
boring country, Russia’s electoral laws often affect Kazakhstan’s and Kyrgyzstan’s (Bader
2014).
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Table 2: Comparative Case Studies of Electoral System Choice
Initial Setup Natural Resources Compliance Electoral Reforms After Reform

Nazarbaev’s SMD Increasingly Increasingly First MMD Remain
Kazakhstan rich high then PR strong
Akaev’s SMD Constantly Gradually First MMD Collapse
Kyrgyzstan poor declining then SMD

Figure 2: Electoral System Change in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan
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shifted to a very similar majoritarian-dominant mixed systems in the late 1990s. However,

Kyrgyzstan returned to a fully SMD system right before the 2005 “Tulip Revolution,” which

resulted in the ousting of President Akaev. Contrastingly, Kazakhstan’s President Nazarbaev

adopted a pure PR system with a nationwide district in 2007.

What explains this dramatic divergence in their choice of electoral systems? Our contrast-

ing case studies below demonstrate how rich (poor) resources contribute to the adoption of

PR (SMD) systems, and Table 2 summarizes the links in causal chains that connect natural

resources and electoral systems. In the case studies, we illustrate three important decision-

making aspects. First, we demonstrate that SMD systems provide significant seat premiums

to pro-presidential parties and politicians. Second, we show that SMDs also have negative

effects on stable authoritarian rule by depressing voter turnout and unifying opposition.

Third, we trace how petroleum was useful as a compliance-inducing resource for both ruling

elites and citizens in Kazakhstan and how the lack of such resources significantly under-

mined the same groups’ compliance in Kyrgyzstan, resulting in elite defection and popular

uprisings. Importantly, we show that Kazakhstan’s adoption of the PR system was mainly

driven by a rapid increase in their natural resource wealth, whereas Kyrgyzstan’s sticking

to majoritarian systems resulted from the autocrat’s lack of such resources to maintain pro-

presidential politicians in parliament.

Rich Resource Wealth and the Adoption of PR System in Kazakhstan

In Kazakhstan, the electoral system changed from SMD to PR as the autocrat benefited

from rich natural resources. Since independence, the Kazakh government has reformed its

electoral system three times. Inheriting the electoral system from the Soviet Union, the first

Constitution adopted in 1993 stipulated that all legislators except those who are appointed by

the president would be elected through single-member districts.16 In May 1999, Nazarbaev

16In 1995, President Nazarbaev issued a presidential decree that reduced the number of
seats in the Lower House to 67, yet all legislators were still elected under SMD.
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introduced a mixed-member majoritarian system in which 67 legislators would be elected via

SMD while the rest of the 10 members would be determined via PR in a nationwide district

with a 7 percent electoral threshold. In June 2007, Nazarbaev initiated a biggest change in

Kazakhstan’s electoral system, introducing a PR system with 7 percent electoral threshold

electing all legislators in parliament.

Prior to 2007, ruling elites received a larger number of seats than their vote shares due

to the SMD seat premium. For instance, average vote shares of pro-regime candidates were

61 percent in the 1995 election, yet they occupied about 80 percent of seats.17 Similarly, in

the 1999 election, the SMD portion provided a large seat premium to ruling elites, as they

obtained 80.6 percent of seat shares with just 61.7 percent of the vote. Conversely, the main

opposition party, the Communist Party of Kazakhstan (CPK), obtained only 3.9 percent of

seat shares even though the party scored 17.7 percent of total votes (Nohlen et al. 2001,

420-423). Also, in the 2004 elections, pro-regime candidates increased their vote shares to

79 percent, resulting in the pro-regime forces occupying all SMD seats.18 After the adoption

of the PR system in 2007, however, the seat premium shrank to roughly half of the seat

premium seen in past elections under SMD systems.

While the SMD system promoted parliamentary dominance by ruling elites, this system

also negatively affected incumbents in Kazakhstan. First, voter turnout in parliamentary

elections continuously decreased. In the first parliamentary election after independence,

voter turnout was relatively high with 73.5 percent. Since then, however, turnout decreased,

with 62.5 percent turnout in 1999 and 54.29 percent turnout in 2004 (Nohlen et al. 2001,

420; Nurmukhamedov and Chebotarev 2005, 11). Interestingly, once Kazakhstan switched

to the PR system, the turnout bounced back dramatically, hitting 68.41 percent in the

2007 election. Second, the opposition built a coalition to compete in elections under the

SMD system. For instance, in the 2004 elections, two outright opposition parties, CPK

17Authors’ calculation from Central Election Commission of Kazakhstan (2010).

18Authors’ calculations from Nurmukhamedov and Chebotarev (2005, 47-49).
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Figure 3: Electoral System Change in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan
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and the Democratic Choice of Kazakhstan, forged an opposition bloc to coordinate their

election campaigns (Issacs 2011, 89-90). By the 2007 elections under the new PR system,

however, serious internal divisions in the opposition camp emerged and the opposition failed

to unite themselves in the elections. All of these electoral developments in Kazakhstan fit

reasonably well with our theoretical expectations regarding the effect of electoral systems in

authoritarian regimes.

What explains the dramatic shift to PR in Kazakhstan, then? We argue that a rapid

increase in natural resource wealth enriched state coffers and enabled President Nazarbaev

to utilize the resources for his political advantages. Similar to the other post-communist

countries, Kazakhstan suffered serious economic decline during the first few years of inde-

pendence. In order to recover from the recession, the Kazakh government liberalized its

trade policy and began to export natural resources such as oil, gas and minerals (Pomfret

2006). Since 1999, when the international oil price rapidly increased, natural resource sectors
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substantively boosted Kazakhstan’s economy and allowed the country to sustain almost 10

percent economic growth until 2007. As we can see from Figure 3, due to a rapid surge in

international oil prices, the oil-gas value per capita had increased by 14 times between 1998

(207 USD) and 2008 (2,975 USD).

By establishing Kazakh Oil (the national oil and gas company) to centralize the manage-

ment of natural resource sectors, Nazarbaev utilized increasingly abundant natural resources

to induce political support from elites and citizens (Hoffman 2000, 287). In particular, grow-

ing natural resource wealth, combined with intensive patron-client networks, dramatically

enhanced the government’s ability to distribute tangible benefits to voters. Total social

spending rose up from 199.37 USD per capita in 2001 to 505.24 USD per capita in 2007.19

Public spending particularly spiked during election years when the government tended to im-

plement new education and social policies, increased salaries and pensions for state employ-

ees, and reduced taxes (Kendall-Taylor 2012). Additionally, the oil boom helped Nazarbaev

strengthen the security apparatus; military spending rapidly increased from 26.34 USD per

capita in 1994 to 112.23 USD per capita in 2004, for example (Correlates of War).

Thanks to his effective carrot and stick approach, the popularity of Nazarbaev and his

ruling parties grew over time: the vote share of Nazarbaev and his ruling parties in the PR

segment of the election steadily increased from 54.75 percent in 1999, 79.06 percent in 2004,

and to 88.41 percent in 2007 (Ashimbaev and Khlyupin 2008, 840). In fact, many political

elites in Kazakhstan believe that rich natural resources would have helped Nazarbaev to

win elections with at least 60-70 percent of votes even if the elections were honest.20 Most

crucially, Nazarbaev’s growing political dominance in the early 2000s made it possible for

him to shift the electoral system to PR, which, he explained, “provided a real reflection

of the distribution of political forces and the valid will of the population” (Issacs 2011,

19The major beneficiaries include elderly people and state employees, such as public hos-
pital staffs and public school teachers (McCullaugh 2013, 148-149), where monitoring mech-
anisms work well.

20Gathered from authors’ interviews with government officials and opposition figures.
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90). Interestingly, after switching to PR, many strong local independents decided to join

Nazarbaev’s ruling party, Nu-Otan. In this sense, PR made Nazarbaev’s co-optation strategy

toward the potential opposition more effective. Importantly, by weakening the opposition,

PR helped Nazarbaev lock in and preserve his electoral strengths for the future.

Poor Resource Wealth and the Persistence of SMD System in Kyrgyzstan

In Kyrgyzstan, President Akaev was not endowed with rich natural resources. The lack

of resources made it difficult for him to sustain political compliance from elites and citizens,

urging him to rely on SMD-based systems throughout his tenure from 1991 to 2005. Similar

to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan started legislative elections with the pure SMD system in 1995.

Kyrgyzstan then shifted to a mixed system prior to the 2000 elections where 85 per cent

of seats were decided in single-member districts and the remaining 15 percent were elected

based on a party-list PR system. Interestingly, prior to the 2005 elections, Akaev changed

the country’s electoral system back to the pure SMD systems (see Figure 2). However, the

elections backfired on the president by provoking popular uprisings (the “Tulip Revolution”),

ending the Akaev regime’s 15 years’ rule.

Similar to Kazakhstan before it switched to PR, SMD systems in Kyrgyzstan also pro-

vided the seat premium and thus opportunities to co-opt ruling elites. For instance, in the

2000 legislative elections, the opposition camp obtained 49.1 percent of votes nationwide,

but they gained only 10.5 percent of the seats in the SMD segment. The ruling parties

and pro-presidential independents, on the other hand, occupied more than 85 percent of

total seats (Nohlen [2001, 447]). In fact, utilizing candidate level quantitative data on the

2005 parliamentary elections, Sjoberg (2011, 92) reports that candidates nominated by the

biggest ruling party, Alga Kyrgyzstan, were 66 percent more likely to win seats under the

SMD system. Importantly, the seat premium allowed Akaev to buy-off politicians in the

legislature. Being a legislator provided ruling elites with various privileges such as immunity

from prosecution, access to illegal transactions through law-making influence, and protection
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of their properties from special interests (Engvall 2016, 78). From the president’s perspec-

tive, employing SMD systems enabled him to co-opt regional elites and delegate them to

garner political support in their strongholds in order to strengthen and solidify his rule.

Akaev’s heavy dependence on SMD is attributed to the fact that he did not have enough

centralized natural resources to gather political support from ruling elites and citizens. Kyr-

gyzstan hardly possesses natural resources such as gas and oil.21 A relevant source of natural

resource wealth in the country is the Kumtor gold mine, which accounted for nearly 50 per-

cent of industrial output in Kyrgyzstan between 1996-2000 (Pomfret 2006). This windfall

income, however, was too small to be politically relevant. Gold income per capita was only

36.72 USD on average during the Akaev regime and accounted for only 1 percent of GDP

per capita, which was far smaller than Kazakhstan’s natural resource wealth (15 percent of

GDP per capita on average between 1995-2005). Second, even this small amount of natural

resource wealth was embezzled by high-level officials. In 2004, for example, a new company,

Centerra, was created after a financial restructuring of the joint venture for the Kumtor

mine and was listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. The company, however, was highly

controversial because officials were accused of reaping vast amount of rents from the company

(Engvall 2016, 96).

Due to his inability to gather political support through natural resource cultivation,

Akaev increasingly faced strong opposition. Until late 1990s, Akaev managed to sustain

political support from regional elites that had strong local patronage networks by distributing

state resources and political posts (Huskey 1997). The exhaustion of resources, however,

increasingly made the president confront emerging opposition even through the SMD seat

premium still prevented the opposition from gaining a large portion of seats in the parliament.

21Another non-tax revenue was foreign aid from western countries and international or-
ganizations like IMF and the World Bank. Yet the increase in foreign aid stagnated as
Akaev strengthened autocratic rule (McGlinchey 2011, 89). Additionally, foreign aid was
less flexible as a political resource because the international organizations closely monitor
the country’s budget (Authors’ interview with a deputy).
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Akaev’s political support base was primarily in the Northern region of the country and

after the 1995 parliamentary elections, two lawmakers, Omurbek Tekebaev and Dooronbek

Sadybaev, formed opposition in the Southern regions (Radnitz 2010, 74). Additionally,

prior to the 2000 elections, some prominent politicians in the North such as Felix Kulov and

Daniyar Usenov defected from the government: Kulov formed an opposition party Ar-Namys,

and Usenov proclaimed to run for the 2000 presidential elections.

In both the 2000 and 2005 elections, Akaev used various electoral tactics to prevent the

opposition from gaining political momentum. In addition to electoral malpractices, Akaev

also decided to return to the pure SMD system before the 2005 elections with an eye to

maintain a majority in the parliament. Akaev’s decision, however, encouraged the opposi-

tion to unite for electoral purposes. The most visible opposition coalition was the People’s

Movement of Kyrgyzstan (PMK), which was led by Kurmanbek Bakiev and represented nine

opposition parties across the ideological spectrum (Kulov 2008, 342). The PMK then formed

an alliance with three other opposition coalitions with “the potential to project significant

strength. (ʜ) from the union of individual opposition figures from both the north and south

of the country” (Radnitz 2010, 135).

The switch to SMDs in the 2005 election also suppressed voter turnout and undermined

citizens’ trust toward democratic practice. The second round of the 2005 election had 51

percent turnout (Marat 2006), the lowest since the first elections in 1995. Moreover, after

the election, only 22 percent of citizens believed that the election was fair in a post-election

survey (Sjoberg 2011, 70); most of the citizens considered the election biased in favor of the

incumbent. Indeed, despite of a unified opposition, only two out of 32 seats went to the

opposition in the first round, while ruling candidates obtained the rest of the seats. In the

second round of the election, opposition parties gained only 10 seats in total whereas the

ruling parties secured the majority of the seats. This electoral outcome fueled public dissent.

In what is known as the “Tulip Revolution,” local opposition elites mobilized protesters from

various regions and protested in Bishkek, leading to the collapse of the Akaev regime.
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7 Conclusions and Discussions

This paper explores the choice of electoral systems in electoral autocracies. We argue that

dictators who have the capacity to induce compliance from ruling elites and citizens are

incentivized to employ PR systems to reinforce and preserve their political strengths, while

dictators lacking in such capacity tend to rely on the seat premium associated with SMD

systems to co-opt ruling elites in the legislature. Using newly collected cross-national data

in electoral authoritarian regimes, our empirical analyses lend strong empirical support for

our theory. We also explicitly test the causal mechanisms with our comparative case studies

of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, showing that majoritarian systems bias seat distributions

in favor of ruling parties, foster a unified opposition, and lower voter turnout more so than

PR systems in electoral autocracies.

This paper makes several key contributions to the literature. First, this paper contributes

to the electoral system choice literature. While acknowledging the importance of opposition

threats (Boix 1999), partisan bias (Calvo 2009), and economic interests (Rogowski 1987;

Cusack et al. 2007) in shaping the choice of electoral systems in democracies, we highlight

the limitations of these factors in electoral autocracies and posit a new theory for electoral

autocracies’ choice of electoral system. In so doing, our paper also connects to the emerg-

ing literature rethinking the oil curse (Haber and Menaldo 2011). Our empirical finding

suggests that autocrats rich in natural resources may not necessarily alienate themselves

from the citizens. Rather, we show that dictators with natural resource endowment tend to

adopt PR systems, thereby lowering the barrier of entry and encouraging citizens’ political

participation. Our findings also supplement the study by Bueno de Mesquita and Smith

(2009) which shows that as the level of free resources increases, dictators are more likely to

strengthen their authoritarian rule with a smaller coalition system.

Second, by exploring the origins of electoral institutions in dictatorships, we add to the

ongoing debate about the role of elections in authoritarian politics. As discussed, schol-

ars have identified various beneficial functions of authoritarian elections for authoritarian
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leaders. On the flip side, recent studies have begun to question the consolidating effects of

elections, suggesting that elections in authoritarian regimes can lead to instability and even

democratization (Reuter and Robertson 2012; Knutsen et al. 2016). By taking into account

the origins of electoral systems, this paper argues that the effects of elections in dictatorships

are likely to be endogenous to dictators’ rationale for selecting electoral institutions in the

first place. In this light, our paper engages in a direct dialogue with the endogenous nature

of political institutions in authoritarian regimes. As Pepinsky (2014) rightly argued, politi-

cal institutions in autocracies are the least likely to be randomly assigned and their designs

are influenced by autocrats’ rational calculations and various socio-economic factors that

may directly influence the survival of authoritarian regime. By focusing on natural resource

wealth, our theory illuminates the origins of electoral institutions in autocracies.

Third, we contribute to parallel scholarship on electoral manipulation (Simpser 2013) by

highlighting an under-explored yet critically important aspect of electoral maneuvering in

dictatorships. In addition to electoral chicanery, we suggest that dictators can consolidate

their rules by manipulating the electoral formula. Our findings that different types of dic-

tators employ different types of electoral systems also shed interesting light on an ongoing

debate in the conditional electoral budgetary cycles literature. In a seminal contribution,

Rogoff and Silbert (1988) formulate an adverse selection model where (in equilibrium) only

competent politicians signal their true type by engaging in expansionary fiscal policy prior

to elections. Challenging this prediction of separating equilibrium, Shi and Svensson (2006)

propose a moral hazard budgetary cycle and show a pooling equilibrium where all types of

politicians manipulate the budgetary spending before elections. While our paper focuses on

electoral system manipulation and does not engage in this debate directly, our finding is

parallel to Rogoff and Silbert and shows that different types of politicians choose different

electoral systems to address their political priorities.
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Web Appendix  
 
This supplementary appendix shows additional analyses and robustness checks that were not 
included in the main text due to space limitations.  
	
 
Appendix A presents the results of cross-national analysis on the SMD seat premium in electoral 
authoritarian regimes.  
 
Appendix B tests the impact of electoral systems on pre-electoral opposition coalition making.  
 
Appendix C presents the results of cross-national analysis on determinants of voter turnout in 
electoral authoritarian regimes.  
 
Appendix D shows a list of countries included in the cross-national analysis.  
 
Appendix E shows descriptive statistics of the main variables in the cross-national analysis. 
 
Appendix F reports a series of robustnesss checks. Table F-1 reports our results by using logged 
oil-gas values per capita. Table F-2 uses an alternative measure of natural resource wealth (total 
fuel income per capita). Table F-3 presents evidence on the positive association between natural 
resource wealth and dictators’ electoral performance. Table F-4 adds a dummy of personalist 
regimes as an additional control. Table F-5 deals with potential selection bias issues by 
employing Heckman’s selection model. Table F-6 presents the results of instrumental variables 
estimations for potential endogeneity problems.      
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Appendix	A:	The	SMD	Seat	Premium		

Figure	A1	-	Kernel	Density	Plots	
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Figure (b): EET<=10; Proportional Systems
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Table	A1:	Regression	Results	
	

		 Model	A1	 Model	A2	

DV	 Seats-Votes	Gap	of	
Ruling	Parties	(%)	

Seats-Votes	Gap	of	
Ruling	Parties	(%)	

Effective	Electoral	Threshold	
(EET)	 0.120*	 -0.327*	

	
(0.0579)	 (0.192)	

Vote	Share	of	Ruling	Parties	 	 -0.206***	

	
 (0.07)	

EET*	Ruling	Parties	Vote	Share	
	

0.00709**	

	
 (0.003)	

Vote	Share	of	Independents		
(Previous	Elections)	 -0.0375	 -0.03	

	 (0.04)	 (0.04)	
Logged	Assembly	Size	 -0.00746	 -0.53	

	 (1.35)	 (1.37)	
Parliamentarism	 -0.0428	 -0.701	

	 (1.38)	 (1.36)	
Constant	 9.457	 25.97**	

	 (7.64)	 (10.41)	
Regional	dummies	 Yes	 Yes	

Half-decade	dummies	 Yes	 Yes	
Number	of	Countries	 73	 73	

Observations	 268	 268	
R-squared	 0.144	 0.183	

	
Note:	Panel	corrected	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	AR	(1)	process	is	computed	to	deal	
with	possible	autocorrelation.		p*<0.05,	p**<0.01,	p***<0.001.		
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Figure	A2:	Marginal	Effect	of	EET	on	Seat	Premium	Conditional	upon	Vote	Share	

	
Note:	This	figure	is	based	upon	Model	C2.	The	dotted	lines	are	the	95%	confidence	
intervals.		
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Appendix	B:	Pre-Electoral	Opposition	Coalition	in	Electoral	Authoritarian	Regime	

Table	B1:	Determinants	of	Pre-Electoral	Opposition	Coalition		

		 Model	B-1	 Model	B-2	

DV	
Pre-Electoral	
Coalition	

Pre-Electoral	
Coalition	

Effective	Electoral	Threshold	 0.0644**	 0.0783***	

	
(0.028)	 (0.025)	

	Natural	Resource	Wealth	(one	year	lagged,	100	
dollars)	 -0.00132	 -0.00210*	

	
(0.001)	 (0.001)	

Age	of	Largest	Opposition	Party	 0.194**	 0.325***	

	
(0.081)	 (0.097)	

Number	of	Opposition	Parties	 0.120*	 0.0836	

	
(0.062)	 (0.064)	

Ruling	Party's	Seat	Share	in	the	Previous	Election	 0.0166	 0.0450**	

	
(0.013)	 (0.020)	

Parliamentarism	 -0.42	 -1.634*	

	
(0.655)	 (0.887)	

Ethno-Linguistic	Fractionalization	 2.856**	 3.338*	

	
(1.236)	 (1.744)	

Economic	Growth	(one	year	lagged)	 0.024	 0.0107	

	
(0.042)	 (0.054)	

Logged	Total	Population	(one	year	lagged)	 -0.0611	 0.0401	

	
(0.192)	 (0.237)	

Electoral	Violence		 -0.136	 1.011	

	
(0.516)	 (0.843)	

Lagged	Dependent	Variable	
	

2.862***	

	  
(1.004)	

Constant	 -8.543**	 -13.67**	
		 (4.2)	 (5.405)	

Regional	dummies	 Yes	 Yes	
Half	Decade	Dummies	 Yes	 Yes	
Number	of	Countries	 71	 55	

Observations	 225	 167	
Pseudo	log	likelihood		 -69.75	 -42.03	
Wald	Chi	Squared	 104.64***	 133.35***	

	

Note:	Clustered	robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	p*<0.05,	p**<0.01,	p***<0.001.	The	
dependent	variable,	pre-electoral	opposition	coalition	and	model	specifications	are	based	
on	Gandhi	and	Reuter	(2013).	Figure	2	is	based	upon	Model	F-1.		
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Figure	B1:	Predicted	Probability	of	Pre-Electoral	Opposition	Coalitions	
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Appendix C: Determinants of Turnout in Electoral Authoritarianism  
  

		 Model	C1	 Model	C2	
DV	 Turnout	 Turnout	

Effective	Electoral	Threshold	 -0.205***	 -0.185**	

	
(0.056)	 (0.061)	

Parliamentarism	 5.104**	 5.880**	

	
(1.913)	 (1.909)	

Election	Violence	 -2.545	 -1.087	

	
(1.935)	 (1.928)	

Ethno-Linguistic	Fractionalization	 -3.1	 -0.99	

	
(3.224)	 (2.834)	

Opposition	Boycott	 -4.043	 -3.012	

	
(2.205)	 (2.183)	

Electoral	Fraud	 -1.699	 -1.449	

	
(1.605)	 (1.886)	

Logged	GDP	per	capita	 3.402***	 4.365***	

	
(0.902)	 (1.017)	

Compulsory	Voting	System	(IDEA)	
	

-0.622	

	  
(4.074)	

Constant	 55.76***	 34.44**	

	
(10.080)	 (11.420)	

Regional	Dummies	 Yes	 Yes	
Hal-Decade	Dummies		 Yes	 Yes	
Number	of	Countries	 82	 76	

Observations	 314		 271		
R-Squared		 0.420		 0.493		
Wald	Chi2	 318.80***	 171.53***	

 
Note:	Panel	corrected	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	AR	(1)	process	is	computed	to	deal	
with	 possible	 autocorrelation.	 p*<0.05,	 p**<0.01,	 p***<0.001.	 Model	 C1	 uses	 a	 cross-
national	data	of	 voter	 turnout	 that	we	originally	 collected	by	using	various	data	 sources.	
Model	 C2	 introduces	 compulsory	 voting	 system	 as	 an	 additional	 independent	 variable,	
which	comes	from	International	IDEA	(available at http://www.idea.int/vt/index.cfm).		
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Appendix	D:	List	of	Countries	

	
Note:	Hyde	and	Marinov’s	(2012)	NELDA	and	Svolik’s	(2012)	dataset	are	used	to	define	electoral	
authoritarian	regimes.	 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Country	Name Time	Period Country	Name Time	Period
Afghanistan 2004-2009 Laos 1965-1974
Albania 1990-1992 Lebanon 1993-2009
Algeria 1997-2009 Lesotho 1967-1970,	1998-2009
Angola 1992-2009 Liberia 1985-2002
Azerbaijan 1993-2009 Madagascar	 1960-1974
Bahrain 1999-2008 Malaysia 1957-2009
Bangladesh 1973-1974,	1978-1982,	1986-1990,	2007-2009 Mauritania 1960-1963,	1992-2008
Belarus	 1994-2009 Mexico 1967-2000
Benin 1961-1962 Moldova 1991-1997
Bosnia 1996-2009 Morocco 1970-2009
Botswana 1969-2009 Mozambique 1994-2009
Burkina	Faso 1970-1973,	1978-1979,	1992-2009 Namibia 1994-2009
Burundi 1996-2004 Nepal 2002-2005
Cambodia 1954-1970,	1972-1974,	1993-2009 Nicaragua 1971-1978
Cameroon	 1964-1969,	1992-2009 Niger	 1996-1999
Central	African	Requblic 1960-1961,	2005-2009 Pakistan 1985-1988,	2003-2009
Chad 1961-1962,	1996-2009 Panama 1989-1990
Comoros 1989-1994,	1996-1998 Paraguay 1968-2008
Congo	Brazzaville 2002-2009 Peru 1990-2000
Congo	Kinshasa 1963-1964,	2006-2009 Philippines 1965-1985
Cyprus 1961-1965,	1968-1977 Russia 1994-2009
Djibouti 1992-2004,	2008-2009 Rwanda 2003-2009
Ecuador 2000-2003 Senegal	 1963-1967,	1982-2000
Egypt	 1976-2009 Serbia 1993-2006
El	Salvador 1963-1979,	1982-1984 Sierra	Leone	 1967-1981
Equatorial	Guinea 1969-1978,	1991-2009 Singapore 1968-2009
Ethiopia 1995-2009 Somalia 1969-1975
Fiji 1972-1986,	1993-2005 South	Africa 1960-2009
Gabon 1961-1966,	1990-2009 South	Korea 1963-1988
Gambia 1969-2009 Sri	Lanka 1977-1989
Georgia 1995-2004 Swaziland 1972-1977,	1993-2002
Ghana 1960-1965 Sudan 2000-2004,	2008-2009
Guatemala 1955-1957,	1963-1966 Syria 2007-2009
Guinea	 1995-2008 Taiwan 1991-2002
Guinea-Bissau 1994-2000,	2004-2005 Tajikistan 1994-2009
Guyana 1968-2009 Tanzania 1961-1968,	1995-2009
Haiti 1987-2009 Thailand 1969-1970,	1980-1983,	2006-2007
Indonesia 1955-1965,	1971-1998 Togo 1993-2009
Iran 1990-2009 Tunisia 1959-1963,	1979-1986,	1989-2009
Iraq 1953-1957,	2005-2009 Turkey 1949-1961,	1971-1973
Ivory	Coast 1990-2007 Uganda 1966-1968,	1986-2009
Jordan 1962-1970,	1989-2009 Uzbekistan 1991-2002
Kazakhstan 1994-2009 Yemen 1993-2009
Kenya 1963-1972,	1992-2002 Zambia 1964-2009
Kuwait 1964-1975,	1982-1985,	1992-2008 Zimbabwe	 1980-2009
Kyrgyzstan 1995-2005
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Appendix	E:	Descriptive	Statistics	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	

	

	
	

	

	
	

	
	

	

	
	

	

	
	

	
	

	

	
	

	
	

	

	

Variables Number	of	Observations Mean SD Maximum Minimum
Effective	Electoral	Threshold	(EET) 1,826 22.64 14.45 0.27 37.5

Oil-Gas	Value	per	capita 2,032 464.56 2310.312 0 41109.66
Collective	Action 2,087 1.06 2.33 0 29.66
Trade	Openness 1,987 75.04 56.43 2.6 440.43

Logged	Population	Size 1,928 15.74 1.54 12.28 19.15
Duration	of	EA	Regimes 2,273 14.68 14.18 1 85
Regional	Democracy 2,255 -1.014 3.16 -7.55 7.3
Logged	Land	Size 1,924 12.1 1.9 6.5 16.6

Ethno-Linguistic	Fractionalization 2,241 0.5188 0.26 0.003 0.922
British	Colony 2,275 0.318 0.466 0 1
French	Colony 2,275 0.21 0.408 0 1
Spanish	Colony 2,275 0.076 0.266 0 1
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Appendix	F-1:	Robustness	Check	–	Logged	Oil-Gas	Value	per	capita	
	

	 Model	F1-1	 Model	F1-2	 Model	F1-3	
	 Country	FE	 Country	FE	 System	GMM	
Lagged	EET	 0.902***	 0.870***	 0.857***	
	 (0.0232)	 (0.0294)	 (0.252)	
Logged	Oil-Gas	value	per	capita		 -0.451*	 -0.527**	 -0.621*	
	 (0.229)	 (0.262)	 (0.374)	
Collective	Action	 	 0.180*	 0.171	
	 	 (0.0952)	 (0.153)	
Trade	Openness	 	 0.00428	 0.000196	
	 	 (0.00579)	 (0.00835)	
Logged	Population	 	 1.366	 0.0574	
	 	 (1.218)	 (0.542)	
Duration	of	EA	regimes	 	 -0.0111	 -0.0201	
	 	 (0.0230)	 (0.0307)	
Regional	Democracy	 	 0.109	 -0.351	
	 	 (0.142)	 (0.265)	
Civil	War	 	 -0.0543	 -0.544	
	 	 (0.442)	 (0.494)	
Logged	Land	Size	 	 	 -0.101	
	 	 	 (0.346)	
ELF	 	 	 0.0648	
	 	 	 (1.022)	
British	Colony	 	 	 1.214	
	 	 	 (3.308)	
French	Colony	 	 	 -0.839	
	 	 	 (1.193)	
Spanish	Colony	 	 	 0.791	
	 	 	 (1.759)	
Constant	 2.203***	 -16.73	 5.355	
	 (0.697)	 (18.16)	 (4.334)	
Observations	 1,658	 1,507	 1,503	
Number	of	cowcode	 92	 87	 87	
Time	FE	 Year	 Year	 Half-Decade	
Arellano-Bond	Test	for	AR(2)	
Hansen	Test	

	 	 0.551	
0.605	

	 	 	 	
Note:	Clustered	robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	p*<0.05,	p**<0.01,	p***<0.001.		
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Appendix	 F-2:	 Robustness	 Check	 –	 Different	 Measurement	 of	 Natural	 Resource	
Endowments		

	

	 Model	F2-1	 Model	F2-2	 Model	F2-3	
	 Country	FE	 Country	FE	 System	GMM	
Lagged	EET	 0.902***	 0.857***	 0.888**	
	 (0.0238)	 (0.0344)	 (0.345)	
Fuel	Income	per	capita	(100	
USD)	

-0.0126***	 -0.0380***	 -0.0390**	

	 (0.00301)	 (0.0128)	 (0.0173)	
Collective	Action	 	 0.205**	 0.159	
	 	 (0.103)	 (0.169)	
Trade	Openness	 	 0.00228	 -0.00233	
	 	 (0.00639)	 (0.0112)	
Logged	Population	 	 1.804	 0.0140	
	 	 (1.446)	 (0.744)	
Duration	of	EA	regimes	 	 -0.0102	 -0.0135	
	 	 (0.0249)	 (0.0409)	
Regional	Democracy	 	 0.123	 -0.336	
	 	 (0.142)	 (0.298)	
Civil	War	 	 -0.0173	 -0.355	
	 	 (0.510)	 (0.367)	
Logged	Land	Size	 	 	 -0.198	
	 	 	 (0.486)	
ELF	 	 	 0.166	
	 	 	 (0.998)	
British	Colony	 	 	 1.038	
	 	 	 (4.754)	
French	Colony	 	 	 -0.745	
	 	 	 (1.534)	
Spanish	Colony	 	 	 0.896	
	 	 	 (2.076)	
Constant	 5.112***	 -22.84	 5.991	
	 (1.236)	 (21.63)	 (4.419)	
Observations	 1,558	 1,358	 1,354	
Number	of	Countries	 95	 87	 87	
Time	FE	 Year	 Year	 Half-Decade	
Arellano-Bond	Test	for	AR	(2)	
Hansen	Test	

	 	 0.505	
0.425	

	 	 	 	
	
Note:	We	use	Haber	and	Menaldo’s	(2011)	fuel	income	per	capita	that	includes	oil,	natural	
gas	 and	 coal.	 	 Clustered	 robust	 standard	 errors	 in	 parentheses.	 p*<0.05,	 p**<0.01,	
p***<0.001.		
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Appendix	F-3:	Natural	Resource	Wealth	and	Dictators’	Electoral	Performance	

		 Model	F3-1	 Model	F3-2	
DV:	Ruling	Party's	Electoral	

Performance	
Share	of	
Votes	(%)	

Margin	of	
Victory	(%)	

Natural	Resource	Variable	 Ross	(2012)	 Ross	(2012)	

Oil-Gas	Value	per	capita		 0.00408*	 0.00730*	

	 (0.0019)	 (0.0033)	

Ethno-Linguistic	Fractionalization	 -1.799	 -6.117	

	 (4.78)	 (8.20)	
Opposition	Boycott	 5.942**	 14.54***	

	 (2.02)	 (4.01)	

Electoral	Fraud	 -1.508	 -5.113*	

	 (1.18)	 (2.45)	
Election	Violence	 -8.544***	 -14.45***	

	 (1.91)	 (3.61)	
Lagged	Polity	IV	 -0.40	 -1.057**	

	 (0.25)	 (0.39)	
Parliamentarism	 4.10		 3.91		

	 (2.33)	 (4.25)	
Lagged	GDP	per	capita	(logged)	 -1.185	 -1.074	

	 (1.84)	 (3.41)	
Lagged	GDP	Growth	 0.514***	 1.111***	

	 (0.130)	 (0.277)	
Constant	 68.75***	 69.61**	

		 (16.590)	 (26.35)	
Regional	dummies	 Yes	 Yes	

Half-decade	dummies	 Yes	 Yes	
Number	of	Countries	 73	 73	

Observations	 285	 282	
R-squared	 0.446	 0.271	
Wald	Chi2	 636.73***	 135.44***	

	
Note:	Panel	corrected	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	AR	(1)	process	is	computed	to	deal	
with	autocorrelation.	p*<0.05,	p**<0.01,	p***<0.001.		
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Appendix	F-4:	Adding	Personalist	Regimes	

	 Model	F4-1	 Model	F4-2	
	 Country	FE	 System	GMM	
Lagged	EET	 0.849***	 0.962***	
	 (0.0411)	 (0.198)	
Oil-Gas	value	per	capita	(100	USD)	 -0.0410***	 -0.0331*	
	 (0.00852)	 (0.0180)	
Collective	Action	 0.134	 0.0870	
	 (0.118)	 (0.149)	
Trade	Openness	 0.00368	 -0.00103	
	 (0.00615)	 (0.00538)	
Logged	Population	 2.887	 -0.0790	
	 (1.789)	 (0.0906)	
Duration	of	EA	regimes	 -0.00420	 -0.0133	
	 (0.0199)	 (0.0164)	
Regional	Democracy	 0.0718	 -0.290	
	 (0.155)	 (0.347)	
Civil	War	 0.331	 -0.165	
	 (0.420)	 (0.548)	
Personalist	Regimes	 0.584	 -0.0223	
	 (0.367)	 (1.198)	
Logged	Land	Size	 	 -0.0753	
	 	 (0.162)	
ELF	 	 0.00351	
	 	 (0.654)	
British	Colony	 	 0.192	
	 	 (3.560)	
French	Colony	 	 -0.834	
	 	 (0.770)	
Spanish	Colony	 	 1.748	
	 	 (3.622)	
Constant	 -40.95	 4.987	
	 (26.82)	 (4.810)	
Observations	 1,202	 1,198	
Number	of	Countries	 73	 73	
Time	FE	 Year	 Half-Decade	
Arellano-Bond	Test	for	AR	(2)	
Hansen	Test	

	 0.344	
0.387	

	 	 	
	
Note:	 Country-clustered	 robust	 standard	 errors	 in	 parentheses.	 p*<0.05,	 p**<0.01,	
p***<0.001.		
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Appendix	F-5:	Heckman’s	Selection	Model		

F5-1.	First	Stage	
	

	 Model	F5-1	
	 Logit	
	 	
Oil-Gas	Value	per	capita	(100	USD)	 -0.00695	
	 (0.00724)	
Regional	Electoral	Autocracy	(EA)	 0.924	
	 (0.887)	
Regional	Democracy	 0.126**	
	 (0.0526)	
Logged	GDP	per	capita	 -0.0433	
	 (0.228)	
Economic	Growth		 -0.00481	
	 (0.0167)	
Recent	Coup	 0.811*	
	 (0.481)	
Recent	Irregular	Turnover	from	Below	 0.231	
	 (0.253)	
Recent	Regular	Turnover	 -0.183	
	 (0.392)	
Urbanization	 0.0135*	
	 (0.00766)	
ELF	 -0.0728	
	 (0.509)	
Logged	Population	 0.000821	
	 (0.0985)	
Prior	EA	Spells	 0.755***	
	 (0.158)	
Prior	Democratic	Spells		 -0.0423	
	 (0.108)	
Year	 0.0280**	
	 (0.0137)	
Constant	 -59.46**	
	 (28.18)	
Duration	Cubic	Splines	 Yes	
Observations	
Number	of	Countries	
Pseudo	R2						
Pseudo	log	likelihood																																																												

2,100	
101	
0.1466	
-317.06	
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F5-2.	Second	Stage		

	 Model	F5-2	 Model	F5-3	 Model	F5-4	
	 Country	FE	 Country	FE	 Country	FE	
Lagged	EET	 0.889***	 0.858***	 0.754***	
	 (0.0269)	 (0.0309)	 (0.240)	
Oil-Gas	value	per	capita	(100	USD)	 -0.0138***	 -0.0245**	 -0.0502***	
	 (0.00426)	 (0.0114)	 (0.0191)	
Collective	Action	 	 0.210*	 0.201	
	 	 (0.109)	 (0.150)	
Trade	Openness	 	 0.00179	 -0.00147	
	 	 (0.00611)	 (0.00718)	
Logged	Population	 	 3.741**	 -0.104	
	 	 (1.658)	 (0.323)	
Duration	of	EA	regimes	 	 -0.00320	 -0.0370	
	 	 (0.0241)	 (0.0332)	
Regional	Democracy	 	 0.0589	 -0.119	
	 	 (0.162)	 (0.308)	
Civil	War	 	 -0.137	 -0.701	
	 	 (0.502)	 (0.562)	
Inverse	Mill’s	Ratio	 -0.224	 -0.0281	 1.864*	

	 (0.617)	 (0.783)	 (1.045)	

Logged	Land	Size	 	 	 -0.371	
	 	 	 (0.339)	
ELF	 	 	 -0.290	
	 	 	 (1.409)	
British	Colony	 	 	 2.398	
	 	 	 (3.581)	
French	Colony	 	 	 -0.622	
	 	 	 (1.138)	
Spanish	Colony	 	 	 -0.777	
	 	 	 (2.830)	
Constant	 4.366*	 -52.39**	 2.374	
	 (2.821)	 (24.72)	 (7.672)	
Observations	 1,423	 1,370	 1,366	
Number	of	Countries	 84	 83	 83	
Time	FE	
Arellano-Bond	Test	for	AR	(2)	
Hansen	Test	

Year	 Year	 Half-Decade	
0.581	
0.144	

	 	 	 	
Note:	 Model	 specification	 in	 the	 first	 stage	 is	 based	 on	Miller	 (2017).	 Country-clustered	
robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	p*<0.05,	p**<0.01,	p***<0.001.		
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Appendix	F-6:	Instrumental	Variables	Estimation	(IV-GMM)	

	 Model	F6-1	
(Fist	Model)	

Model	F6-2	

Dependent	variable	 Oil-Gas	Value	
per	capita	

EET	

Oil-Gas	Reserves	(Billion	USD)	 -0.127	 	
	 (0.093)	 	
Oil-Gas	Reserves/Country	Size	 				371318.7***	 	
	 					(16940.08)	 	
Oil-Gas	Reserves	in	Region	 -0.0012	 	
	 (0.0066)	 	
Oil-Gas	value	per	capita		 	 -0.034***	
	 	 (5.61)	
Lagged	EET	 -0.082	 0.846***	
	 (0.156)	 								(24.50)	
Collective	Action	 0.134	 0.247**	
	 (0.187)	 (2.42)	
Trade	Openness	 -0.0019	 -0.0003	
	 (0.011)	 (0.05)	
Logged	Population	 									12.17	 0.947	
	 								(11.51)	 (0.79)	
Duration	of	EA	regimes	 -0.025	 -0.009	
	 (0.047)	 (0.35)	
Regional	Democracy	 0.714	 0.143	
	 								(0.923)	 (0.94)	
Civil	War	 0.144	 -0.275	
	 									(1.08)	 (0.61)	
Time	FE	 											Yes	 										Yes	
Observations	 										1,343	 									1,343	
Number	of	Countries	 												86	 											86	
F	Test	on	the	Instruments	in	
First	Stage	
Hansen	J	Statistics	of	
Overidentifying	Restrictions		

													
								205.142***	
											
		0.4228	

										

	
									

Clustered	Robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses	
***	p<0.01,	**	p<0.05,	*	p<0.1	
Note:	The	left-hand	side	column	shows	the	results	of	the	first	stage	estimation	where	the	
dependent	 variable	 is	 oil-gas	 value	 per	 capita.	 Instrumental	 variables	 are	 (1)	 proven	 oil	
reserve	in	billion	dollars,	(2)	proven	oil	reserve	divided	by	country	size,	and	(3)	proven	oil	
reserve	 in	 regions	 (Haber	 and	Menaldo	2011).	 The	 right-hand	 side	model	 is	 the	 second-
stage	 estimation	 where	 instrumented	 oil-gas	 value	 per	 capita	 is	 used	 to	 predict	 EET.	
Clustered	robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	p*<0.05,	p**<0.01,	p***<0.001.		
		


